XPS – BE Calibration and Atom % Accuracy Checks
All We Need is Copper (Cu)
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This poster explains that BE Calibration and Atom % Accuracy can be quickly and reliably checked by using just
one piece of freshly cleaned, ion-etched, pure (~99.9%) Copper (Cu) for both tasks.
Existing methods are valid, but are tedious and time consuming, and therefore seldom used. The end result of
this conundrum is that published BEs and atom % values are unnecessarily inaccurate.
As evidence that the problem continues, please review the Statistical Analyses of the BEs shown in Periodic
Table format. The results were derived from the on-line version of NIST Database of XPS BEs.
The NIST database and other collections of BEs all suffer from the use of maker recommended calibration
energies (i.e. Cu 2p3 ranges from 932.2 eV to 932.8 eV), and the assumption that the hydrocarbon C 1s BE should
equal (=) 284.8 ±0.2 eV. The evidence of this still ongoing problem is revealed in the Histograms.
To escape the BE error problems, and to publish, have and use reliable XPS BEs to assign chemical states
reliably, we must start to check and calibrate our Energy Scales, so a fast and reliable method is needed.
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The BE Calibration Check:
Check BE Calibration by using the routine conditions used to separate and identify different chemical states. If more
than one pass energy and step size (eV/step) is routinely used, then consider checking those settings at least one time.
Check the Energy Scale by measuring the Cu 2p3 peak (932.67 eV) and either the Cu 3s peak (122.45 eV) or Cu 3p3 peak
(75.14 eV) from pure (>99.9%) Copper metal that was freshly cleaned (e.g. scraped) and strongly ion-etched.
If any BE is wrong by more than >0.15 eV (practical conditions), we can use the measured BEs to adjust the work function
(energy offset), energy scale factor (DAC) or pass energies of that XPS instrument.
Each time one instrument voltage is adjusted, the Cu 2p3 BE and Cu 3p3 (or Cu 3s) must be re-measured.

Summary of BE Uncertainties
for Ag 3d5, Au 4f7 and Cu 2p3 as Listed
in NIST SRD XPS Database of BEs v3.5 On-Line (free)

The Atom % (TF) Check:
After collecting, either one routine, wide-scan survey spectrum (0-1000 eV), or two smaller, wide-scan spectra
(i.e. 50-150 eV and 900-1,000 eV), we can check Atom % Accuracy by generating atom% values from two or more of
the 4 major XPS signals produced from freshly cleaned and strongly ion-etched pure (>99.9%) Copper (Cu).
If the Transmission Function (TF) or Instrument Response Function (IRF) is setup correctly, and we are using
Scofield’s theoretically calculated, relative sensitivity factors (RSFs), then each Copper peak must have the same
value within 10% of that value. If any of the Atom% values differ by ≥12%, then there is, most likely, a problem
with either the Transmission Function or the RSFs at one or more pass energies or collection angles.

Atom % Test: Based on RSFs for Pure Copper (Cu)
Relative Sensitivity Factors (RSFs) by James Scofield (LLNL) were theoretically derived. These RSFs are the most
widely used and trusted. Kratos, VG, JEOL, Scienta, SSI and others use Scofield RSFs.
Even though PHI instruments use Wagner’s “empirically” measured RSFs, renormalization to give RSF = 1.0 for
the C 1s signal, in place of the usual RSF = 1.0 for F 1s, produces RSFs that are almost identical.

00 Peak Label/ID Atomic %
Cu 2p1
20.8%
00 Cu 2p3
21.3%
27.3%
00 Cu 3s
Cu 3p
30.6%
00

00
00

Cu 2p1

00

00

Expect: 25.0 atom% (±10%) equals range: 23-27 atom %.
Almost in range, but the deviation is very significant.

A simple way to test if the TF has been accounted for is to scrape and ion etch a piece of pure copper, and
then integrate the peak areas of the Cu (3p), (3s), (2p3) and (2p1) signals. Generate atom % values for all
four of those signals. When you look at the resulting atom % values for each of those four peaks, you should
find that each value is between 23 and 27 atom %, a +/-10% error from the theoretical 25 atom % value. If
your values are much different, then the instrument may have a failure or needs adjustment.
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To determine if an XPS instrument has a reasonable set of RSFs, we first need to check if the Transmission
Function (TF, aka Instrument Response Function) has or has not been accounted for, or corrected for, by
studying the atom % values that you generate from your XPS data.

Cu 2p3

00

BE (eV)
953.08
933.53
122.19
75.27

Pure Copper (Cu)

00

This set of atom % values shows that, on a relative basis, the transmission function of this system
transmits more electrons at lower binding energies.

00

Cu 3s

00
00
00

Cu 3p

ts

But the Real Questions are: (1) Does my instrument give reliable Atom % results? and
(2) How can I check the Atom% results for my instrument ?
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Atom % Test: Instrument Response Function & RSFs
The Instrument Response Function (aka transmission function, TF) of each XPS instrument in the world is
normally slightly different or greatly different from all other XPS instruments. This has to do with the subtleties of
actually building electron collection lenses, electron energy analyzers (hemispheres) and detectors. Transmission
functions (or IRFs) directly affect the atom % values produced by every XPS system. In a perfect XPS system, all 4
spectra (shown below), which were taken at different PEs, should overlap exactly.
4 Spectra using 4 different Pass Energies
25, 50, 100 & 150 eV

Arbitrary Units
1.1
1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
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Pure Copper (Cu)

All 4 Cu (2p3) peaks are normalized
to give the same intensity.

Excellent correlation between Crist and PHI
BEs with the Mean BEs of 4 sets of pure
element BEs (Crist, PHI, JEOL& Martensson)
allows BEs from any conductive elements to
be used to Calibrate XPS energy scales.

This set of 4 overlapping spectra, collected from 4 different Pass Energy settings,
shows just one of the ways that instruments operate and as a result have different
transmission functions.
Most of today’s newest systems use software that automatically corrects for the
differences in Transmission Function for that particular system, but that does not
mean the corrections are good for all of the different operating conditions of that
system. A quick and easy way to check, if the TF is correctly adjusted for any XPS
system, is described on the next slide.

BOTTOM-LINE
Copper, which has BEs at low and high ends
of the energy scale, can be used by itself to
calibrate XPS energy scales by using both low
and high BEs.
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Comparison of Scofield’s Theoretical RSFs and PHI’s RSFs after
Normalizing PHI RSFs to give C 1s RSF = 1.00

Statistical Analyses of Binding Energies (BEs) Listed in NIST
XPS Database of BEs (SRD-20) v3.5 On-Line (free)

Periodic table of the elements showing statistical analyses of
BEs listed in NIST “SRD-20 XPS Database” v3.5. The column
at the far left side lists the mean BE for the element or
compound together with its standard deviation, the range in the
mean BE, the number of database values that were available
(minus any gross outliers) and the resulting 95% confidence
values.
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404.94
0.22
0.7
11
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